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This is the beginning of a new year. First, I
would like to wish everyone a Happy New Year.
In the spring, plants are blossoming and this
is the point after preparation, waiting for
opportunity, as well as a beginning for an unlimited life force. Thus, it can be said that this
is the most beautiful part of living.
What is happiness? We learn Buddhism
because we want to be happy. At the same time,
we also want others not to have afflictions.
However, everyone pursues happiness in different directions. Consequently, the reflections
of internal feelings are thus different. Some
people are able to get true release from
happiness. However, some people get lost in
the pursuit of happiness and thus have a lot
of afflictions.
The Venerable Master taught us the
following: when encountering any situation, if
you see things clearly, know what to do, are
able to let it go, to detach and not be uneasy,
then this is happiness. I believe we all would
like to experience this wonderful theory and
hope that we are able to put this theory into
application. Thus, it is necessary for us to learn
what wisdom is.
In the time-space continuum, how many
people can live from the first day of the century to the last day of the century? In our limited life span, not everyone can achieve it.
However, in Buddhism, we know true wisdom
is limitless. It is beyond the limitation of time.
Thus, we are saying “Let’s bring Buddha’s wisdom into a new century.” Personally, I think
this thought is very labor-intensive. Not only
do we need to understand the class materials
that the Buddha is teaching us but also we have
to be willing to voice a vow from the bottom
of our hearts.
What vow? The vow of bringing Buddha’s
wisdom into a new century. In the dimension
of time, perhaps we will just ride the waves of
time into the river of a new century. Every
single one of us should be looking inward into
the wisdom in our self-nature. Think about
how I should take care my internal world in
this new century. Think about what I am going to resolve the issues in my internal world
in a logical manner. Then, share your experience with others as a contribution that includes
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effort and vow.
Let’s talk about what my responsibility is as a person learning about Buddhism
in this century. I think this is extremely
meaningful. We need to use the wisdom
of the Buddha and the ancient cultivators
to assist us in understanding the meaning
of wisdom.
Wisdom is a combination of intelligence and understanding. We can say that
they are the same thing. One is its form
while the other is its application. The Chinese character for “intelligent” is composed of the character “knowing” with the
character “sun” below it. In other words,
the tr ue lo gic of understanding
is analogous to the brightness of the sun.
It is able to shine everywhere. You can precisely and confidently decide your thoughts
and actions. This is intelligence. What is
understanding? This particular type of understanding is the ability to interpret the
logic of things and situations thoroughly
as if they were transparent. This is
understanding.
Leaning about wisdom is a basic responsibility of Buddhists because the Buddha is the one with complete great wisdom.
He shares his great wisdom with living beings and teaches us the Path.
The wisdom from our self-nature has
been contaminated by false thoughts. It is
blocked by afflictions. What exactly are you
afflicted about? You don’t really know.
Actually, the origin of affliction is I as a
person. Because I think too much of
myself. I put myself on a pedestal and think
too highly of myself. Because of this perception of oneself, we cannot be free.
The Venerable Master said that Buddhism is a teaching about wisdom. We are
using the Buddha’s wisdom to teach ourselves about our own Buddha nature. The
brightness of the wisdom is identical to the
Buddha. In order to learn about wisdom, a
proper method is required. Therefore, the
Venerable Master once said that anyone
who can let go of the notion of self can
truly understand Buddhism. During one of
the Dharma talks, the Venerable Master

said, “There is not much difference between you and me. The only difference is
that I don’t have the perception of myself.
” However, if we said that we don’t exist,
we wouldn’t know what to do with
ourselves, would we?
Let’s not even talk about our thoughts.
We cannot even observe ourselves when it
comes to our words and actions. Whatever
we say or do is centered on us. When the
Venerable Master was sixteen years old, he
kept a cultivation diary. One line from it
says, “People became bad due to fame and
money and die of lust and desire.” How
bad are people? How do they die? One
Dharma friend said, “Some people live to
60 and are sent away but actually they were
already dead at the age of 16.” Why are
sayings like that out there? Because people
are selfish. The thought of benefiting oneself is limitless. When we are driven by our
selfishness, letting it guide us, there will
be nothing to stop us from seeking in the
external world. When using selfishness and
self-benefit as the foundation in order to
seek fame and money, we kill our Buddha
nature.
At the time we are living in now, don’t
think that Buddhism is outdated,
mysterious, and not part of who we are.
However, this does not mean that Buddhism needs to change with time and its
substance. To the contrary, we need to fulfill its substance.
To fulfill the substance of Buddhism,
we have to start from our mind to adjust
the way we think. We need to have a proper
method to learn about wisdom. This
method is very simple. The Venerable Master said that if we don’t get angry, the wisdom from our self-nature would appear

little by little.
Talking about not having a temper
is simple; however, when faced with a
situation, we don’t have a red warning
light telling us not to get angry. Thus,
we are using different states and condition to train our minds. Oftentimes, our
minds drift with external states and conditions and end up accumulating afflictions for ourselves. This means we don’t
have wisdom. Without wisdom, we feel
the Buddha Dharma is very far away.
Let me give another simple method.
This one is called “taking a loss.” If we
can really take it, then we’re fine.
However, we usually want to show who
we are. We want to be recognized, not
to be ignored or forgotten; we cannot
take a loss. We end up losing our wisdom because of ignorance. The ancients
said that the way of heaven and earth is
being ordinary. What is the grand theory
of heaven and earth? It is being plain,
average or ordinary. If you can use this
attitude in dealing with things and
people, in dealing with our perception
of ourselves, then we would get closer
to wisdom.
I hope in the 21st century, we, the
people who are learning the Buddha
Dharma would live up to our responsibilities to Buddhism and living beings
and make a contribution by learning
about wisdom. After understanding the
theory, we need to believe in the theory
and apply it. When the logic is clear, then
there is no obstacle.
Thus, we might as well try to learn
not to get angry, learn not to be selfish,
not to pursue personal benefit, not to
lie, not to be greedy and not to fight.
What do we fight for? Whatever we gain
from fighting is not real and in the process we lose the truth. We should not
engage in a business that will make us
bankrupt. Thus, in the beginning of this
new century, we might as well take a loss
on a daily basis.
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